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By Aaron Mason, Doug Warr, Jason Walton

Whirlwhim. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Baffelgagging Blundernagging Brothers
in the Curse of the Bog Frog, Aaron Mason, Doug Warr, Jason Walton, Ages 12 & upwards. The
Baffelgagging Blundernagging Brothers is an illustrated comedic fantasy series that combines the
best elements of a picture book, a novel, and a graphic novel. Part Dr Seuss, part JRR Tolkien, and
part Monty Python, the series focuses on the misadventures of Exter and Grimwilch
Blundernagging, two bumbling brothers that live in the Not So Dark Ages. Exter and Grimwilch are
on a redemptive quest to make the world round As spoiled, greedy children, they disobeyed their
parents and set free the Perplexicating Quiggle-jibs, mysterious, mischievous magical plankton,
whose chaos infects the planet, causing it to flatten like a pancake and when the planet is flat
nothing makes sense and the impossible is made real. Exter and Grimwilch are now solely
responsible for gathering up all the Quiggle-jibs and returning them to the indestructible magic
chest where they belong but that is easier said than done. Throughout the series, the
Blundernagging Brothers travel to fantastic lands, visit strange dimensions, encounter creepy
creatures and kooky characters, and along the way grow closer together as...
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It is straightforward in read through better to fully grasp. I really could comprehended everything out of this composed e publication. Your way of life
period will likely be transform when you full reading this article publication.
-- Mer l Ja skolski II--  Mer l Ja skolski II

Simply no terms to clarify. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just delighted to let you know that this is the very best publication i have
got read through during my individual lifestyle and could be he very best pdf for actually.
-- Mr . Ca leb Q uig ley MD-- Mr . Ca leb Q uig ley MD
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